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CALCULAGRAPHS, ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN

MODEL 30 AND MODEL 33

DESCRIPTION

. GENERAL

1.01 This section describes electrically
driven calculagraphswhich are used

as an alternativeto spring driven calcula-
graphs for tlmlpg toll calls in offices
where there is available a 60-cycle a-c.
power tsource,the frequency of which is
regulated for time service. A brief de-
scriptionis aleo given of the normal and
emergency Power eUPPIY arrangementsfor the
drive motors.

1.02 These instruments are so arranged
that as required in the case of the

majority of toll tickete, a record may be
made of the time of day at which the con-
nection is established, together with a
record of the duration of the conversation
and an identification or the particular
calculagraph used; or where desired a
record may be made of tlietime of day oniy.
The dials of motor driven calculagraphs
show elapsed time to the second,whereas,
in the caee of spring driven models, the
finest dial markings are for each quarter
of a minute.

1.03 The mechanism of either of the two
calculagraphmodels covered herein ie

driven by a 2.8 Watt synchronous Clock

motor the rotor of which is mounted uPon a
verticalshaft suPportedby a jeweledbear-
ing. Theee motors are self-starting and
operate satisfactorily
60-cycle power circu!t ‘~a~in~ingl’Phasea voltage

n (1

range of 17 to 24 volts. The power for
these motors is normally derived from the
commercialpower eervice and the necessary
reduction in voltage ie accomplished by
means of one or more small transformers.
)J~/~ e;;:gency equipment I;nprovided to

calculagraphs operation
throughout temporary interruptionsof the
commercial power service, the additional
equipment consiets of a KS-5481 motor-
alternator set operated from the 24-volt
central office battery, together with asso-
ciated automatic equipment for starting the
alternator and transferring the Load to it.

1.04 Conversion of SD rinfc Driven Model:
me spring driven calculagraph known

as Model 6 may be converted to the electri-
cal drive and equipped with the new etyle
stamps which give a printed record of
elapsed time to the second. It ie not pos-
sible however, to change to the new stamp-
ing dials unlese the drive motor IS also
provided since
efficiently Po;%f?l?gd%%an%l Hg%
speed gear train associatedwith the new
dials.

3* DESCRIPTIONOF EQUIPMENT

~raneeme nt and Mount-

2.01 The Models 30 and 33 calculagraphs
are equipped with a synchronousmotor

and associated reduction gearing through
which are driven the clock hands and a set

Fig. 1 - ElectricallyDriven Calculagraphs.
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or stamping dials and pointers for record-
in the time of day and the elapsed time on
fto 1 tickets. Two operating 19V9rS OQUiP-

ped with hand grlpS affOrd means fOr actu-
ating the etamping mechaniam. An inked
ribbon runs between two spools and ~;r~:g
the stampin

f
dials. The mechanism

Model 30 ca culagraph is containedwithin a
round case approximately8-1/2” in diameter
by 4* in depth while that of the Model 33
is in a rectangular case about 3-3/8” wide,
7-1/2” long and 3-3/4” dee . Both models
are arranged tn thekeyshelt
in such a ‘ormomtin?ace is slightl~way that the
above the surface of the shelf. The Mode
33 calculagraphwill fit into an A-type key
mounting and takes UP four key spaces while
the Model 3~o~s i~ua:;{w;~:ated in a space
provided two addacent
switchboardpositions. Fig. 1 shows a view
of these two models. The various details
of the mechanisms are shown in figurWJ of
the eections of Division A400 which apply.

W mDinRa EauiDment

2.02 Fig. 2 shows an example of the im-
pressions made by the Model 30 Cal-

culagraph when the levers are operated to
their various POSltlOnS.

‘imilarly ‘if”3:shOWs the impressionsmade by the Mode
calculagraph. In these two models the ar-
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Fig. 2 - Impressions of Stamps - Model 30.

rangement of the dials differs in that, in
the Model 30, the time of day is printed on
the right-hand side of the ticket while, in
the Model 33 the record of the time of day
appears on tfieleft side of the ticket. The
:;;-:8 poeitions of the minutes and

elapsed time stamps are also re-
versed.

Elapsed Time Dial and CalculagraphSOrial
Numbers

2.03 Due t.O the greater power available in
the motor riven mechanism as com-

pared with the spring mechaniem, the
elapsed time stamps are arranged to facili-
tate more precise records. Ae shown in the
above figures, these models have 30-minute
and 60-second dials. !Jithin each of the
diale is a pointer, one designatedNINS and
the other SECS and around each pointerand
designation is a circle with a small gaPT~
it where the tip of the pointer comes.
purpose of the circle about the potnter is
to make easil discernible all cases where
a ticket has ~en improperly placed in the
calculagrapheither at the start or at the
finish Or a conversation. If at either
stamping operation a ticket is improperly
placed, the impression of the ci:;;ed~~~l
not be concentricwith that of
BY noting how far out of center the two im~

( P.M.
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Note lmpmaaionsd$$ignahd@Aand 8are
made at the stwt ofconvarsetion and
thatdes@atedbyCattheend of
conversation. O showe the completed
impression as it appears on the ticket
toindicatetheelepa$d timeof4
minutes and 5 seconds starting at
9:4S P. M.

Fig. 3 - Impressions of StamPs - Model 33.
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pre8810n8are, it is possible to interpret
::~e;:ly the length of the Interval re-

2.04 Each elapsed time dial and the asso-
ciated pointer are assembled In the

Calcul: :;p~h;ith the end
f

of the
even

pointer
zero of Its dial. As the

dial and Its pointer rotate as a unit at
the ssmglw~ge, the end of the pointer re-
mains at the zero of the dial.
pulling the right-hand operating lever to-
ward the operator causes an im ression to

fbe made of the elapsed time d als and the
Serial number of the calculagraph. Pu:u;;g
the left-hand
cauees animpreg%?t%g~e v=deof the
elapsed time pointers and of a second num-
ber stamp which also bears the serial num-
ber of the calculagraph. As the dials and
pointers rotate continuously,the printed
record, in which the dials are stamped at
the beginning and the pointers at the end
of the interval, shows the elapsed time.

2.05 Since the elapsed time dials and
pointers are p0sitiV91y driven while

a friction drive is provided in the gear
train associatedwith the clock hands and
time of day pointers, setting the clock has
no effect upon the positions of the elapsed
time dials and pointers. However, to guard
against interference with the normal move-
ment of the clock mechanism while a record
is being stamped,the mechanism is so ar-
ranged that ‘thevarious dials and pointers
may remain stationar
~imPreesion isbe~n~orp~n~~~ervalwhilebut will
epring ahead to their proper positions when
the associated operating lever is released.

2.06 The purpose of the two stamps bearing
the serial number is to afford a

means for checking that the initial and
final stampings were both made by the same
instrument as well as to determine which
Calculagraphwas used. It is essential in
measuring an elapsed time interval that
only one calculagraphbe used as no attempt
1s made to maintain a relationshipbetween
the positions of the elapsed time dials of
differentinstruments.

Time of Day Stamps

2.07 The time of day record as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 is stamped by pushing

backward the ri ht-hand operating lever.
!The outer stamp ng dial which carries the

minute markings and Roman numerals for each
hour of the day does not rotate. Within
this stamping dial is & pOlnter stamp which
rotates at the same speed as does the min-
ute hand and is driven by gearing so ar-
ranged that the position of the pointer is
in constant agreement with that of the min-
ute hand on the clock face, whether the
latter is turned by the clock mechanism, as
in normal operation, or manually, as when
resetting is necessary. Around the out-
side of the stationary stamp 18 rotated a
triangular pointer for stamping the hour.
This hour pointer
gearing so

Iedriveti bg reduction
arranged that it ma es one com-

plete revolution every twelve hours and its
position is retained in roper relationship

iwith the position of t e minute pointer.
The disc upon which the hour pointer is
mounted also carries a pin to control the

setting or the star wheel which causes
either the ~A.H.W or the “P.M.W stamp to be .
printed when the right-hand operating lever
is pushed backward to record the time of
day.

Ribbon

2.08 The ribbon which provides the neces-
sary ink for the impression of the

various dials and stamps is stretched from
a ribbon spool on one side of the dials
across them to another spool on the oppo-
side side. These spools are concealed
within the case but are accessible for re-
placement of the ribbon. Associated with
each ribbon spool is a ratchet and pawl ar-
ranged to rotate the spool sllghtly and
wind in some of the ribbon when the operat-
ing lever which IS then actuating the rib-
bon reed returns to normal after stamping a
record of elapsed time. In the Model 33
calculagraph, the return to normal Of
either operating lever from the forward oP-
erated position advances the ribbon. In
earlier models, however, the ribbon is ad-
vanced only by the return of the operating
lever which Is on the side toward which the
ribbon is movln at the time.

%
The arrange-

ment of the rib on reverse mechanism or the
Model 33 calculagraph is such that neither
operating lever should be moved to its fOr-
ward position unless there Is a ribbon In

the instrument.

2.09 The pawl of the spool from which the
ribbon is being unwound Is kept from

enga ing with its ratchet by the ribbon re-
versing mechanism. A properly tensioned
brake upon the ribbon spool head keeps the
fibbon taut. In general, calculagraphs
which nave been converted from the spring
driven Model 6 have retained the same auto-
matic ribbon reversingmech:::gm which they
had before conversion. mechanism
functions when a certain amount or ribbon
has beenf;:~d upon the SPOO1 which i:f:;i
coming This 1S known as the
:Pool type and has been superseded by the
unwound spool” or “empty spool” t pe. In
the case of the latter when the i’r bbon is
unrolled until approx~mately two ,turnere-
main upon the spool, the ribbon reverse
mechanism functions to interchange the
pawls, one or the other of which always en-
gage$ the ratchet associated with each rib-
bon spool. This causes the direction of
travel of the ribbon to be reversed.

3- POWER SUPPLY

Normal SUDDIY

3.01 The 115 or 230-volt, 60-cycle single-
phase fre uency regulated commercial

power service ?s brOught in through a
SAFtoFUSE unit to the transformer where the
line potential is reduced to 23 volts.
Where a reserve source of alternating cur-
rent is provided, the circuit is designed
to switch the transfoncer equipment auto-
matically to the emergency power source
during periods of failure of the commercial
service.

3.02 The transformer output is wired to a
fuse panel for connection to the cal-

culagraph supply circuits. These suPplY
circuits,each of which cares for four cal-
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culagraphs,are equipped with 1-1/3 ampere
alarm type fuses, alternate calculagraphs
being connected to one set of fuses and the
intervening Calculagraphsto another set.
Normally one calculagraphis used for each
two operators! positions. For cases where
the size of the installationreqUlreS the
use Or two transformers, the output rrom
one transfor~n J..,wired to alternate cal-
culagraphe remainder are supplied
by the other transformer.

3.03 &&t~; power to the calculagraph mo-
dlstrlbuted at low voltage,

regular switchboard cable 18 employed ror
the supply leads from the ruse panel to the
switchboard where leads are run to each
group Or rour alternate calculagraphsfor
connectionto a terminal block in the cal-
culagraph case. At the calculagraph
plug connection is provided to racillkat~
the removal and replacement of the instru-
ments.

3.04 The transformerequipment and associ-
ated SAFtoFUSE unit are located on a

panel mounted on a regular 19-inch relay
rack bay. This panel occupies a space of
five 1-3/4 Inch mounting plates for an in-
stallation served by a single transformer
or ten l-3/4 inch mounting platee where two
panels are employed. In the same bay are
also located the calculagraphcircuit fuse
panel and the fuse alarm relays an: lamps.
lne alarm relays and a “no-voltage alarm
lamP are located on the transformerpanel.

aegerve 9uDDlY

3.05 For offices which may be subject to
commercial power InterruptIons, an

auxiliary source of power consisting of a
battery driven alternatormay be provided
to supply 60-cycle current for operating
the calculagraphs on an emergency basis.
This power eupply unit 1s arranged to de-
liver 125 watts at approximately 115 volts
and a frequency or 60 cycles when the Po-
tential ot the central orrlce battery la 25
volts. For each volt under 25, the fre-
quency 1s reduced by approximately two cy-
cles. A machine or this size will meet the
requirements in a majority of cases where a
reserve power supply Is neceseary. In of-
rlces large enough to require a greater
output, two or more such units are ueed.
The reserve power supply unit 1s panel-
mounted and is located adjacent to the
transformerpanel. The battery driven mo-
tor-alternator 1s arranged to start auto-
matically upon failure of the commsrclal
service and to take over the function of
eupplying Currentort;hethe calculagraphs.
Upon resumption commercial power
supply the transformer equipment is auto-
matically transferredback to the re ular

fsource and operation’of the reserve un t is
discontinued.

3.06 In offices where reserve power equip-

‘Lw cl~~~~~~e ~~~a~~~~~~~~ ‘alth~ Modelduring periods
when the regular power service has failed.

4. ALARM CIRCUIT~

4.01 $i:~;voltage alarm circuit 18 pro-
fOr the 23-vo;; c~&CyCle cal-

culagraph power supply● Or power
rallure in an office not provided with an
emergency power supply, the circuit func-

tions to 11 ht the power panel and ma or
! daisle pilot amps and sound the major au 1-

ble alarm signal. Where emergency power
supply equipment Is furnished,a power suP-
PIY transfer alarm circuit is also provid-
ed. The operation of this circuit lights
the.power panel and minor aisle Pilot lam 8

!and rings the minor audible alarm signs ,
which may be silenced by operating a trans-
fer key.
4.02 In either type or office, a ruse

alarm which indicates the operation
or a ruse is arran ed to 11 ht the fuse

8 fpanel Dilot lamp an minor ais e pilot lamp
and sound the audible alarm signal.

5* IIAINTEN~

5.01 As compared with spring driven cal-
culagraphs,less maintenance effort

Iq re uired by motor driven’ models. Not
only~e Itunneoe..ary towind them but
much work which was involved in regulating
them to afford accuracy In time keeping is
also dispensed with. In the case of
group of motor driven calculagraphs,all o:
the instruments,when once set, remain in
agreement with each other and, barring an
interruptionof the Power supply they keep
time with the accuracy afforded iy the fre-
quency regulation of the power source.
5.02 After more than a momentary interrup-

tion of the power supply, it is nec-
essary to re#~e:ll or the calculagrapha
affected reserve power supply
equlpmen~ is provided. Where there is such
equipment, resetting of all calculagraphs
Is necessary only when fall~s of-the com-
mercial power m~:lythave been so ;~l~l:t
or prolonged
graphs has become slow %;ou:o:: than the
permissible emount. After every lnterrup-
tlon, however, a check ehould be made for
correctness of time and each instrument
should be checked for agreement with the
group.
5.03 Such maintenance iteme as cleaning

the stamps, replacement of ribbons
and periodic inspectionand lubricationof
the mechanism are essentially the same an
are applicable to Calculagraphmodels gen-
erally.
5.04 Where reserve power e uipment is pro-

?vialed some additiona maintenance is
required. fn ICOSt cases the reserve equi -

fment will be in operation only a very sma 1
part of the time but Periodic tests and oc-
casionally cleaning and adjustments are
necessar to insure that the reserve equi -

fmegneed~i1 f~ction properly when it !.

s. CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIoN~
6.01 Below are listed the circuit drawings

pertaining to electrically driven
calculagraphs. Detailed circuit descrip-
tions are given in the associated .C.D.
sheets.

u ~
Power supply Circuit for
Motor Driven Calculagraphs SD-80550-01
Motor Driven
Circuit

power supply
Distribution
Aisle Alarm

Calculagraph
SD-64158-01

Alarm circuits SD-95001-01
Fuse and Common
Circuits SD-95002-01


